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The Core Curriculum Department wants to 
wish everyone a Happy New Year! 

FREE Math Resources: 
Eureka Math 

Recently the Core Curriculum Department 
brought a group of 75 teachers together 
to look over, review, and vet Eureka Math 
Curriculum. This group consisted of 
teachers from every grade level PK-Pre-
Calculus and represented 26 out of 27 
buildings. The group has vetted the 
material and is continuing to work to build 
these resources to be better and geared 
towards Lawton Public Schools’ needs.  

Eureka provides educators with a 
comprehensive curriculum, in-depth 
professional development, books, and 
support materials. Eureka Math—is a 

complete, PreK through 12 Math 
curriculum that carefully sequences the 
mathematical progressions into expertly 
crafted modules. However, our teachers 
did not think Eureka was fully aligned with 
OAS and felt that some adjustments were 
needed. Our teachers will be working on 
modifications and adaptations over the 
next few months. In the meantime, you 
are free to use these resources how you 
see fit. 
 

 
 

Eureka Math: Description  
Each grade level consists of several 
modules. Inside each module there are 3 
components; a teacher edition, student 
workbook, and additional materials book. 
Teacher Edition: Consists of best 

practices, full lesson ideas, how the 
student workbook can be used, and much 
more. 
Student Workbook: Consists of student 

materials and practice pages for students 
to utilize during lessons.  
Additional Material/Assessments:  

Consists of summative and formative 
assessments, along with exit tickets, and 
much more. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is an O.E.R.? 
An Open Educational Resource 
(OER) is any resource available at 
little or no cost that can be used for 
teaching, learning, or research. 

Examples of O.E.R.s: 
Textbooks, course readings, learning content, 
simulations, game, syllabi, quizzes, 
assessment tools, virtually any other material 
that can be used for educational purposes. 

How an O.E.R. is Used: 
Teachers can quickly and easily update 

and include new findings, new incidents, 
and events in their lessons, as well as 
update and modify OERs to meet the 
needs of their classes and students.                                       
Students can access OERs online for 

zero cost, download and keep a digital 
copy, and print or purchase a low-cost 
hardcopy. 

Currently, you can find and use the 

Eureka resources however you see fit 

in your classroom here: 

http://www.lawtonps.org/eureka-

math--3 

Science resources can be found here: 

http://www.lawtonps.org/science--6  

 

 

New Year, New Resources 
by Megan Veldhuizen 

The mission of the Grants, Core 
Curriculum, and S.T.E.M. 

Department is to: 

Equitably serve principals and 
teachers through collaboration by 
providing resources and support; 

ensuring students graduate as 
career bound citizens. 

 

Quotes from the Teacher Evaluation Team 

“I feel that Eureka math as a whole, fills in a lot 
of the gaps we saw with the new Oklahoma 
Academic Standards…I wish we started the year 
with this resource.” 

“Of course it's not built towards the Oklahoma 
standards so there is still some searching 
involved, but overall it is a great resource.” 

“I would love to have Eureka Math as a resource, 
but I don't think it would be a good idea to push 
this on the teachers as a mandatory resource. 
Several times, we are given things and told we 
need to change our teaching style to adapt to 
the materials. Often, this happens during the 
school year when we already have ideas and 
plans lined out. That causes teachers to get 
frustrated. I think if this was just given as a 
resource for them to pull their ideas or materials 
from, it would be taken better and possibly 
utilized more frequently.” 

 

http://www.lawtonps.org/eureka-math--3
http://www.lawtonps.org/eureka-math--3
http://www.lawtonps.org/science--6
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Listed below are several sites that will 
help you find O.E.R. material. 

 https://www.oercommons.org/ 
 https://www.ck12.org    

 https://openstax.org/   
 https://www.learningpod.com    

  http://www.curriki.org/  
 

   

 
 

 

Helpful Sites 

 4 Tips for Close Reading 

Literacy Connection: Casting a Wider Net 

Reading/Writing Connection 

http://ww2.kqed.org/mindshift/  

https://www.edutopia.org/  

OKMath Frameworks Page 

Safari Montage Featured Videos 

So You Want to be President? PK-5 

How We Elect a President 3-7 

Ultimate Guide to the Presidents: Assume 

the Position (1789-1825) 5- Adult 

One Women, One Vote 8-Adult 

The Impact of Reading Plus on Student Achievement 

We've always relied on research to guide us toward the best ways to help students 
become better readers.  In fact, the museum in our office displays equipment used in our 
research and reading clinics that dates back to 1933. 

Follow our more than 80-year trail of research and resulting innovations, and a clear path 
emerges. We began by examining the physical domain of reading—how students see 
and interact with words on a page. This work was coupled with research into the 
interactions between the physical and cognitive domains of reading, and the role reading 
efficiency plays in regard to the ease and the effectiveness with which students read and 
comprehend text. From there, our research grew to encompass interest and confidence, 
which are aspects of the emotional domain of reading. Today, we’re focused on the 
integration of all three domains: physical, cognitive, and emotional. 

The physical domain should never be considered in isolation. At the end of the day it 
doesn't matter if students are reading faster if they aren't comprehending what they are 
reading, or if they have such poor perceptions of themselves as readers that they have 
little interest in reading and avoid it whenever possible. Our efforts serve all three 
domains by providing an authentic practice environment that engages and strengthens 
all aspects responsible for successful and effective reading. To become a proficient 
reader, students need to develop physical reading skills to the point that they become 
second nature, thereby enabling students to focus more attention on the meaning and 
appreciation of what they read, and thus become more motivated readers who read with 
confidence and purpose. 

The impact of the integration of the three domains of reading on student performance is 
the focus of our most recent research. We’re pleased to offer a free copy of the research 
brief. The comprehensive study measured the progress of 142,223 students in grades 2 
through 12, from 1,346 schools in 574 districts. 

Results: Key Highlights 
Reading Plus students achieved significant gains, including 

      Physical: Up to 2.5 times larger gains in comprehension-based reading rate 

      Cognitive: Nearly 3 times the gain in comprehension 

      Emotional: Twice the gains in self-reported interest and confidence in reading 

      Proficiency: Overall these gains resulted in growth of 1.6 to nearly 2 grade levels 

Strong Correlations with Leading Standards 

 

To provide the most useful data, this study utilized the Reading Plus InSight adaptive 
assessment to measure growth. InSight provides a unique “real-world” assessment, it 
provides measures related to all three domains of reading - rate, comprehension, 
vocabulary, and motivation, as well as an overall proficiency score. 

As a result of this unique approach, Reading Plus InSight assessment results can be 
readily compared with nationally normed standardized test results, and show strong 
correlations with these other tests. 

 

What is EdCamp? Click here to find out! 

Helpful Sites to Find O.E.R.s 

https://www.oercommons.org/
https://www.ck12.org/
https://openstax.org/
https://www.learningpod.com/
http://www.curriki.org/
http://www.renaissance.com/2016/09/13/4-tips-teaching-close-reading/?utm_source=rli&utm_medium=email&utm_term=get_it_now&utm_content=em_close_read_infogrphc&utm_campaign=1mil&mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWVRZM09UQTNPV0ptWWpKayIsInQiOiJTZjBIUVpKWE02Z3dTNlE4RjBsbGdXWVpCVkhxKzg5dGRoc3p6N1JvUHJJdlhVRTJueW5iaGRcL292bnNwcldFR0h3WnpVXC9JbHJnMWtUS2NzR2E4TGNaTUVGazArTE5Zd2J3R3JZRkZpWThzPSJ9
https://www.catapultlearning.com/literacy-instruction-casting-a-wider-net/?utm_campaign=EduExperts&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=38532867&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8RVinEAzob3olMIl6nWKpca93XsIWcBqz_nC21PZl9z4krkQWC5kGIhfGZyPaah41-cbSfLgHuVIiAmP5tFucdCJUt3g&_hsmi=38532867
https://www.catapultlearning.com/literacy-instruction-casting-a-wider-net/?utm_campaign=EduExperts&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=38532867&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8RVinEAzob3olMIl6nWKpca93XsIWcBqz_nC21PZl9z4krkQWC5kGIhfGZyPaah41-cbSfLgHuVIiAmP5tFucdCJUt3g&_hsmi=38532867
http://ww2.kqed.org/mindshift/
https://www.edutopia.org/
http://okmathframework.pbworks.com/w/page/111390394/Introduction%20to%20the%20OKMath%20Framework
http://montage.lawtonps.org/?a=90618&d=01724AA
http://montage.lawtonps.org/?a=185705&d=27634AA
http://montage.lawtonps.org/?a=300596&d=45558AA
http://montage.lawtonps.org/?a=300596&d=45558AA
http://montage.lawtonps.org/?a=36546&d=01287AA
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/edcampswok-tickets-27802713665
http://news.readingplus.com/reading-proficiency-growth
http://news.readingplus.com/reading-proficiency-growth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7DwCI7j0Bg

